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Abstract 
Automata with concurrency relations & are labelled transition systems with a collection of 
binary relations indicating when two actions, in a given state of the automaton, are concurrent. 
We investigate concurrency monoids M&Z) comprising all finite computation sequences of d, 
modulo a canonical congruence induced by the concurrency relations, with composition as 
monoid operation. Under suitable assumptions on JZZ we obtain a Kleene-type characterization 
of the recognizable languages of M (sl). This generalizes results of Cori, Mttivier, Perrin and 
Ochmanski in trace theory. 
1. Introduction 
In the literature, Kleene’s theorem on recognizable languages of finite words has 
been generalized in several directions, e.g., to formal power series by Schtitzenberger 
[28], to infinite words by Biichi [9], and to tree automata by Rabin [27]. More 
recently, in trace theory several authors (Cori and Perrin [ll], Cori and Mltivier [lo] 
and Mttivier [24], among others) investigated recognizable trace languages, and 
a generalization of Kleene’s theorem was given by Ochmanski [25]. In this paper, we 
will study automata with concurrency relations and their associated monoids of 
concurrent computation sequences, and we obtain, as a natural generalization of the 
results in trace theory, a characterization of the recognizable languages of these 
concurrency monoids. 
Trace theory provides a mathematical model for the sequential behaviour of 
a parallel system in which the order of two independent actions is regarded as 
irrelevant. As introduced by Mazurkiewicz [23], trace alphabets are pairs (E, 11) where 
E is the set and (1 is an irreflexive symmetric binary relation on E. Two sequences ab 
and ba of E*, the free monoid of all finite words over E, are declared equivalent, if a /I b. 
*An extended abstract of this paper appeared in [15]. 
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This leads to a canonical congruence - on E* and thus to the quotient E*/- , the 
trace monoid (or free partially commutative monoid) over (E, II). For surveys on this 
well-developed area, we refer the reader to Diekert [12] or Aalbersberg and Rozen- 
berg [l]. 
In the previous model, a single binary relation on E was used to represent he 
concurrency information for all pairs of events. Here, we will consider a more general 
model in which the concurrency information of the underlying system depends not 
only on the two arriving events, but also on the present state of the system. An 
automaton with concurrency relations is a tuple d = (S, E, T, 11) where S is the set of 
states, E as before the set of actions or events, T G S x E x S the transition relation 
(assumed eterministic), and 1) = ( Ijs)sss is a collection of concurrency relations IIs for 
E, indexed by all possible states s E S. Let CS(&) comprise all finite computation 
sequences of &‘, with concatenation as (partially defined) monoid operation. We 
declare two sequences (s, a, p) (p, b, r) and (s, b, q) (q, a, r) equivalent, if a IJs b. As before, 
this induces a congruence - on CS(&‘), and its quotient M(d) = CS(&)/- u (0) 
(formally supplemented with 0 to obtain an everywhere defined monoid operation) is 
termed the concurrency monoid associated with _u’. Obviously, if JX? has only one state, 
i.e., ISI = 1, the canonical bijection between CS(&) and E* induces an isomorphism 
between the quotient monoids CS@‘)/- and E*/-; hence concurrency monoids 
provide a generalization of trace monoids. 
Automata with concurrency relations were introduced and studied in [7,8,13,14], 
where their domains of computation sequences were investigated and shown to be 
closely related with event domains and dI-domains arising in denotational semantics 
of programming languages. Similar structures, in a slightly different form, and their 
applications were investigated independently in [20]. In [17], we derived an adjunc- 
tion between categories of such automata with concurrency relations and Petri nets 
with capacities (place/transition systems). These automata also generalize asyn- 
chronous transition systems [3,29]; cf. also [33]. Related structures have been used to 
provide a semantics for CCS [6] and to model properties of computation sequences in 
term rewriting systems and in the lambda calculus [2,4,19,22] and of dataflow 
networks [32]. Very recently, a formalization using several independence relations of 
the operational semantics of Occam was given in [S]. 
In this paper, we will study the recognizable languages of the monoid M(d), if d is 
a finite automaton with concurrency relations. It is easy to see that any finite language 
L c M(d) (as well as many infinite ones) is recognizable. In order to prove stronger 
results, we need to make the assumption that d is stably concurrent (see Definition 
2.2 for the precise statement). Intuitively, this means that the concurrency relations 
depend locally (but not globally) on each other, and it ensures that the monoid M(d) 
has nice structural properties. Stably concurrent automata are concurrent [13,14] 
and hence correspond to automata with residual operation investigated in 
[2,26,30,31]; their properties will be essential in our proofs. It is known from trace 
theory that in general the classical Kleene-iteration L* of a recognizable language 
L E M(d) need not be recognizable. We therefore define the concurrent iteration L”” 
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of a language L; it reduces to Ochmanski’s concurrent iteration in trace theory if the 
underlying automaton d has only one state, and hence it reduces further to the 
classical iteration if the concurrency relation 11 is empty. Then we show: 
Theorem 1. Let & be a finite stably concurrent automaton. Then each finite language 
L G M(d) is recognizable, and the union, product and concurrent iteration of recogniz- 
able languages in M (&) are again recognizable. 
An example shows that if & is just assumed to be concurrent, then the product of 
two recognizable languages in M (&I) need not be recognizable. Somewhat surprising- 
ly, a converse of Theorem 1 can be proved under a different assumption on d (see 
Definition 2.3 for unexplained terms): 
Theorem 2. Let d be a finite automaton with concurrency relations. Assume that either 
d forwardly preserves concurrency, or d is stably concurrent and .forwardly weakly 
preserves concurrency. Then each recognizable language L c M(d) can be obtained 
from a system of finite languages of M(d) by finitely many applications of the 
operations union, product and concurrent iteration. 
It remains open at present whether the assumptions of Theorem 2 can be further 
weakened. We note that from Theorems 1 and 2 we obtain Ochmanski’s theorem by 
considering automata d with only one state, since then & trivially satisfies the 
assumptions of Theorems 1 and 2 and, as pointed out before, M (&) corresponds to 
a trace monoid. Our proof of Theorems 1 and 2 uses ideas of arguments developed in 
trace theory for Ochmanski’s result (see [lo, 11,24,25]; cf. [12]) but also, heavily, the 
calculus of automata with residual operation mentioned before and several new 
results for concurrent and stably concurrent automata. The reason for the more 
involved calculations is that here, in contrast to trace theory, the concurrency of two 
events in d is ‘local’, i.e., may depend on the state of &. Finally, we note another 
generalization of a trace theory result to a certain class of concurrency monoids 
M (&): Extending a classical result of Schtitzenberger, Guaiana et al. [ 183 showed that 
in trace monoids a language is star-free iff it is aperiodic. In [16] we show that this is 
also true for the monoids M(d), if d is stably concurrent and satisfies another 
assumption for the concurrency relations, but it may fail, if d is just assumed to be 
stably concurrent. 
2. Concurrency monoids and the main result 
In this section, we introduce automata d with concurrency relations and the 
associated concurrency monoids M(d) of concurrent computation sequences. We 
point out the relationship with trace theory, and then state precisely our main results. 
First we introduce the class of transition systems we will consider. 
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Definition 2.1. (Droste [13,14]). A n automaton is a triple (S, E, T) where 
(1) S and E are sets, 
(2) T is a subset of S x E x S such that whenever (s, e, s’), (s, e, s”) E T, then s’ = s”. 
An automaton with concurrency relations is a quadruple d = (S, E, T, 11) such that 
(S, E, T) is an automaton and 11 = ( I/& is a collection of irreflexive, symmetric binary 
relations /Is on E; it is required that whenever a IIS b (a, b E E), there exist transitions 
(s, a,~), (s, b, q), (q, a, r) and (p, b, r) in T. ~4 is jnite, if both S and E are finite. 
The elements of S are called states, the elements of E actions or events, and the 
elements of T transitions. Intuitively, a transition t = (s, e, s’) represents a potential 
computation step in which event e happens in state s of & and d changes from state 
s to s’. We write ev(t) = e, the event of t. The concurrency relations /Is describe the 
concurrency information for pairs of events at state s. The last requirement can be 
seen as in the diagram shown in Fig. 1. The angle at s indicates that a IIS b. 
In an automaton with concurrency relations JZZ the events that concur at a state 
s do not have to bear upon those that concur in another state. In this general model, 
the concurrency relations IIs (s E S) are thus viewed as being independent of each other. 
Later on we will impose additional restrictions on .JZ!. A computation sequence in d is 
either empty (denoted E), or a finite sequence u = tl . . . t, of transitions ti E Tof the form 
ti = (Si_ l,ei,si) for i = 1, . . . . n; it can be depicted as 
sg 2 s1 -z ... 2 s,. 
We call so the domain of U, denoted dam(u) or dom LJ,S, the codomain of U, 
denoted cod(u) or cod u, and n the length of u. To simplify the notation, we consider 
each state in S as domain and codomain of E. We let CS(d) denote the set of all 
computation sequences of d. The composition uv of two computation sequences 
u, v with cod(u) = dam(v) is defined in the natural way by concatenating u and v. 
Formally, we put UE = EU = U. We call u a prejx of w, if w = uv for some computation 
sequence v. 
Now we want the concurrency relations of d to induce an equivalence relation on 
CS(&‘) so that equivalent computation sequences are not differentiated by the order in 
which the concurrent events appear. For this we proceed as follows: We call two 
computation sequences t = tl . . . t, and u = u1 . . . u, strongly equivalent, if we obtain 
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u from t by replacing for some 1 < i < n, an occurrence titi+ 1 of the form 
(s, a, P) (P, b, r) by uiui + I of the form (s, b, q)(q, a, r) with a IIs b in d. We then let - be 
the reflexive and transitive closure of strong equivalence on CS(&). We let [u] denote 
the equivalence class of u with respect to -. It easily follows from the above that - 
is an equivalence relation and that any two equivalent sequences have the same 
length, domain and codomain. If x = [u], we therefore put dam(x) = dam(u) and 
cod(x) = cod(u). Also, we let 1 := [E]. 
The composition (concatenation) of computation sequences now enables us to 
define, in a natural way, the monoid M(d) of concurrent computation sequences 
associated with ~2 as follows. We put M(d) = CS(&)/- u {0), where 0 is an 
additional symbol, and for u, u E CS(B) we put [u] . [o] = [uv] if cod(u) = dam(v), 
and [u].[u] = 0 otherwise. Also, let x.0=0.x = 0 and x.1 = 1.x=x for each 
x E M (_zI’). Clearly, with this operation M (-02) becomes a monoid with 1 as unit (and 
0 as zero). 
It is the aim of this paper to investigate, for a given automaton d with concurrency 
relations, the recognizable languages of its concurrency monoid M (&‘). 
Recall that if M is any monoid, a language L G M is recognizable, if the collection 
of all sets L/x = {y E M: xy E L} (x E M) is finite; equivalently, there exists a finite 
M-automaton accepting L. The set of all recognizable subsets of M is denoted by 
Ret(M). As is well-known, Ret(M) is closed under the usual set-theoretic operations 
like union, intersection and complement. 
Kleene’s theorem characterizes the recognizable subsets of E*, the set of all finite 
words over a finite alphabet E. In trace theory, one considers pairs (trace alphabets) 
d = (E, II ) where E is a finite set and /I is an irreflexive symmetric binary relation on E. 
Let - be the least congruence on E* making all pairs ab and ba with a /I b equivalent, 
and let M, = E*/- , the trace monoid over (E, // ). Ochmanski’s theorem [25], cf. also 
[12], characterizes the recognizable languages of Mb; by considering (E, /I ) with I/ = 8, 
Kleene’s theorem follows as a special case. Now let S = {s}, a singleton set, 
T = S x E x S and _vJ = (S, E, T, II). Then d is an automaton with concurrency rela- 
tions, and clearly the obvious canonical bijection between CS(d) and E* (mapping 
a computation sequence s 3 s 3 s -+ ... 2 s to the word e,e, . ..e.) induces an 
isomorphism between the monoids M(d)\(O) and M,. Therefore concurrency 
monoids M (&) provide a larger class of monoids than trace monoids (supplemented, 
formally, with 0). 
There is also a relationship between concurrency monoids and domain theory 
which will be utilized later on. Let d be an automaton with concurrency relations. We 
define a partial order on M(&)\(O) by putting x < y iff y = xz for some z E M(d). 
Note that then x and y have the same domain. Now fix a ‘start state’ * E S, let 
M,(d) = {x E M (&): dam(x) = *}, and let (D(d), < ) be the ideal completion of 
(M,(d), < ). Then (D(d), < ) is a finitary domain, and its order structure has been 
completely characterized in [ 143. 
We will consider automata with concurrency relations in which the relations /Is 
(s E S) are locally (but not globally) dependent on each other as follows. 
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Definition 2.2. Let d = (S, E, T, 11) be an automaton with concurrency relations. 
Consider the following requirements: 
Cube axiom: Whenever (s, a,~), (s, b,q), (s,c, r) E T are such that a [Is b, a Ilsc and 
b IIPc, then also b Ilsc, a llqc and a Jl,b. 
Inverse cube axiom: Whenever (s, b,q), (s, c, r) E T are such that b (Isc, a II4 c and 
a 11, b then also a IIs b, a llsc and b IIPc, where p ES is the uniquely determined state 
such that (s, a, p) E T (which exists by the requirement a (Is b). 
We say that d is concurrent, if it satisfies the cube axiom, and d is stably 
concurrent, if it satisfies both the cube and the inverse cube axiom. 
The situation in the above definition is depicted in the diagram shown in Fig. 2 
where the black lines and angles indicate the transitions and concurrency relations 
which exist by assumption, and the dotted lines and angles indicate the transitions and 
concurrency relations which are forced to exist by the requirement of the cube 
respectively inverse cube axiom. 
The domains generated by concurrent automata are particular Scott-domains and 
very closely related with event domains and dI-domains from denotational semantics 
of programming languages. Moreover, as shown recently by Kuske [21], the stably 
concurrent automata (with start state) generate precisely the dI-domains. 
Let &’ again be an automaton with concurrency relations. If u = tI . . . t, E CS(JB) 
with tie T and ev(tJ = ei, we put ev(u) = {ei: i = 1, . . ..n}. the event set of U. By 
convention, ev(c) = 0. A transition t occurs in u, if t = ti for some 1 < i < n. Next we 
formulate another condition for the interplay between the concurrency relations. 
Definition 2.3. Let d be an automaton with concurrency relations. 
(a) We say that &’ forwardly preserves concurrency, if whenever tut’t” E CS(&) with 
transitions t, t’, t” E T satisfying ev(t) = ev(t”) = a, ev(t’) = b, and a Ildom(tJ b, then also 
a ILn (1,) b. 
(b) We say that d forwardly weakly preserves concurrency, if in (a) the conclusion 
holds under the additional assumption that b (I dom(t.jev(t*) for each transition t* 
occurring in u (in particular, b & ev(u)). 
The situation in Dejinition 2.3(a) is depicted in the diagram shown in Fig. 3. 
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Let ZZJ again be an automaton with concurrency relations. If u = ti . ..t. E CS(&) 
with ti E Tand ev(ti) = ei, we put evseq(u) = el... e,, the event sequence of u. Note that 
by the requirement in Definition 2.1(2), any computation sequence is determined 
uniquely by its domain and its event sequence. For any s E S. Let u@s denote the 
computation sequence with domain s and event sequence vseq(u), provided it exists. 
Recall that a IIs b implies the existence and equivalence of the two computation 
sequences (s, a, p) (p, b, r) and (s, b, q) (q, a, I). Subsequently a generalization of this to 
arbitrary computation sequences u, v E CS(&‘) with the same domain, but disjoint 
event sets, will play a crucial role. 
Definition 2.4. Let d be an automaton with concurrency relations, and let 
u, v E CS(d) have the same domain. We say that u commutes with v, if for each 
transition t occurring in u there exists v@(dom t) and ev(t’)IIdom(l,lev(t) for each 
transition t’ occurring in u@(dom t). 
Trivially, any computation sequence u commutes with the empty computation 
sequence E. Next we note that this commuting relation as just defined is symmetric: 
Lemma 2.5. Let JZZ be an automaton with concurrency relations, and let u, v E CS(&) 
have the same domain. Then u commutes with v iff v commutes with u. In this case, u and 
v have disjoint event sets, and u(v@(codu)) - v(u@(codo). 
Proof. Write u = ui . ..u., v = v1 . . . v, with Ui, Uj E T. By symmetry, we may assume 
that u commutes with v. First we show that v commutes with u. Consider the diagram 
given in Fig. 4, in which the diagonal lines represent he computation sequences 
v@(dom Ui) (which exist by assumption) and u@(dom Vj) (these will be shown to exist). 
For each 1 < i < n, v@(dom ui) exists, thus also ti = v,@(dom Ui), ti E T and 
ev(ti)Ildom~u,~ ev(ui). Hence u commutes with al, and there exists u@(domv,). Now 
replace u by u@(dom v2) and proceed as before. 
Clearly, ev(u) n ev(u) = 0. From Fig. 4 it is also easy to read off the proof 
that u(v@(cod a)) - v(u@(cod v)) by transforming the sequence u(v@(cod u)) 
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successively into equivalent computation sequences (starting at the small left square 
with the sequence u,u;). 0 
If M is any monoid and A,B G M, as usual let A.B= (a.b: UEA, DEB} and 
A* = U neN A”, the submonoid of M generated by A. Next we define the concurrent 
iteration of a language L E M(d). 
Definition 2.6. Let d be an automaton with concurrency relations. 
(a) Let x, y E M(d)\ (0). We say that x is a component of y, if there are u, u E CS(&) 
such that u and u commute, x = [u] and y = [u(u@(codu))]. We say that y is 
irreducible, if y # 1 and y has no component x with 1 # x # y. 
(b) If L c M(&), let 
IComp(L) = (x E M(d): x is an irreducible component of some y E L}, 
L,, = {x E L: dam(x) = 4, cod(x) = I} (4, I ES), 
L”” = u ((IComp(L)),)*, the concurrent iteration of L. 
SSS 
Note that any component of an element y E M(d)\{O, l} has domain dam(y). 
Also, if u, u E CS(&) commute, then both [u] and [u] are components of 
CM@(cod 411 = CW2?Acod VIII, an d ev LJ n ev(u) = 8 by Lemma 2.5. In particular, ( 1 
all computation sequences whose event set is a singleton are irreducible. If &’ has only 
one state, i.e., 1 SI = 1, and hence, as seen before, M&Z) corresponds to the trace 
monoid of the trace alphabet (E, II), then the irreducible elements of M(d) and the 
concurrent iteration L”” of L E M (~~29) coincide, respectively, with connected traces 
and the concurrent iteration as defined for trace monoids, cf. [25; 12, p. 451. Therefore 
the concurrent iteration for concurrency monoids is a generalization of the concurrent 
iteration for trace monoids (which in turn reduces to the ordinary iteration * if )I = @). 
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However, in general it may happen that L”” = {l} for any L c M (&I). This is true, for 
instance, if any irreducible u E CS(d)\{s} satisfies dam(u) # cod(u), since then 
IComp(L),, = 0 for any s E S. 
We define the set c-RAT(M(d)) of concurrent-rational expressions of M(d) as the 
smallest set satisfying the following conditions: 
If A G M(d) is finite, then A E c-RAT(M(d)), 
if A,A’ E c-RAT(M(d)), then (A u A’), A.A’, A’” E c-RAT(M(d)). 
A semantic function 2 from c-RAT(M(d)) into the power set of M(d) is defined 
inductively as follows: 
f?(A) = A if A E M(d) is finite, 
!2(A u A’) = Q(A) u !2(A’) (union), 
!G(A.A’) = !2(A).L!(A’) (product), 
!i?(A’“) = (2(A))c’ (concurrent iteration). 
Now we can state the following result. 
Theorem 2.7. Let S? be a finite automaton with concurrency relations. 
(a) Let d be stably concurrent. Then 2(A) E Rec(M (d)) for any concurrent-rational 
expression A E c-RAT(M(d)). 
(b) Assume that either d forwardly preserves concurrency, or d is stably concurrent 
and forwardly weakly preserves concurrency. Let L E Rec(M(&‘)). Then L = f!(A) for 
some concurrent-rational expression A E c-RAT(M(d)). 
Clearly, Theorem 1 implies the statement of Theorem 2.7(a) (but, at least formally, 
not conversely), and Theorem 2.7(b) is a restatement of Theorem 2. 
3. Concurrent automata 
In this section, we first recall from [13,14] that concurrent automata are closely 
related with automata with residual operation investigated, independently, in Bach- 
mann and Dung [2] and Panangaden and Stark [26]. We then derive various new 
results for concurrent automata which will be heavily used in the proof of Theorem 
1 in Section 4 and partly for the proof of Theorem 2 in Section 5. First we consider 
automata with residual operation. Recall that E denotes the empty computation 
sequence. 
Definition 3.1 (Bachmann and Dung [2], Panangaden and Stark [26]). Let 
& = (S, E, T) be an automaton. A residual operation r on d is a partial binary 
operation on T u {E} such that the following properties hold: 
86 
(1) Whenever t=(s,a,p)andu=(s,b,q)arein T,a#band t r u is defined then 
u f t is defined. Moreover, t t u = (q, a, r) and u r t = (p, b, r) for some r E Q. 
(2) Whenever t E T, then t 7 E = t and t t t = E = E t t. 
(3) For all t, u, II E T, (t t u) t (u t u) = (t t II) t (u t u), whenever either side is de- 
fined. 
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(We have simplified Panangaden and Stark’s conditions slightly by replacing their 
identity transitions by E.) 
Intuitively, we may think of two transitions t, u for which t t u is defined as parts of 
a single concurrent computation; then t t u (read ‘t after u’) describes what remains of 
t after u has already been executed. Property (3) above is called the cube axiom and 
can be visualized as shown in Fig. 5 taken from Stark [30, p. 2251. Notice its similarity 
to Fig. 2. 
Next we describe the close and important relationship between concurrent auto- 
mata and automata with residual operation. 
Definition 3.2 (Transformation process, Droste [13,14]). (a) Let (&‘, 11) be a concur- 
rent automaton. Define t as the smallest partial binary operation on T u {E} such 
that condition (2) of Definition 3.1 is satisfied and whenever t = (s, a, p), u = (s, b, q) are 
in T with a, b E E and a # b, then t t u exists iff a IIs b. In this case, there are transitions 
(p, b,r) and (q,u,r) in T which we take as u t t and t t u, respectively. Then t is 
a residual operation on &. 
(b) Let d = (S, E, T) be an automaton with residual operation t . For s E S and 
u,bEE,letuI/,biffu#b,t=(s,a,p),u=(s,b,q)ETforsomep,qESandtfuexists. 
Put II = (Ils)seS* Then, as is easy to check, (A!, 11) is a concurrent automaton. 
These two transformations of concurrent automata into automata with residual 
operation and vice versa are inverses to each other in the natural way. In particular, 
the first one will be very useful for us. (The reason for the two different notions is that 
concurrent automata are defined through their collection of concurrency relations, 
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whereas the residuum operation is an operation here on the transitions and can also 
be given in a category theoretical setting [30].) Subsequently, given a concurrent 
automaton &, we will always assume that r is the residual operation on d construc- 
ted above. Next we recall some basic, but important facts about automata with 
residual operation. 
Proposition 3.3 (Bachmann and Dung [2], Stark [30,31-J, cf. also Panangaden and 
Stark [26]). Let d be an automaton with residual operation t. Then 7 extends 
uniquely to a partial binary operation, also denoted 7 , on the set CS (JzZ) of computation 
sequences of d such that the following properties hold for any t, u, v, t’, u’ E CS(d): 
(1) If t t u is defined, then so is u t t, and provided that all the following respective 
computation sequences are non-empty, we have dom (t) = dom (u), dom (t t u) = cod(u), 
dom (u t t) = cod(t), and cod(t t u) = cod(u t t). 
(2) vTE=vandvfv=.z=&fv. 
(3) (t t 4 t (0 t 4 = @ t 4 t ( u t ) v w enever either side is dejined. h 
(4a) t t uv = (t t u) t v whenever either side is dejined. 
(4b) uv t t = (u f t)(v t (t t u)) whenever either side is defined. 
(5) Zf t - t’, u - u’ and t t u exists, then t’ f u’ exists and t’ t u’ - t t u. 
Indeed, properties (l), (2) and (4) can be used to define the extension of t on CS(&) 
inductively. Again, we may think of u t v as the part of the computation u which 
remains in a single concurrent computation employing both u and v after u has 
already been executed. Property (5) of Proposition 3.3 shows that we can define 
a partial binary operation t on M(d) by putting [u] t [u] := [u t v] if u, u E CS(&) 
and u t v exists. Then properties (l)-(4) of Proposition 3.3 hold for (M(d), 7 ). 
Formally, we also put x t y = 0 if x = 0, or y = 0, or x t y does not exist in 
M(d)\(O). Now computations using Proposition 3.3 show: 
Lemma 3.4. Let JZI be a concurrent automaton, and let t, u, u E CS (&). 
(a) [u], [u] have an upper bound in (M(d), < ) ifs u t v is defined. In this case, 
[v(u t v)] is the supremum of [u], [u] in (M(d), d ). 
(b) [u] < [u] if u t u = E. In particular, u - u ifs u t v = E and u f u = E. 
(c) Let cod(t) = dam(u) = dam(u). Then tu 7 tu = u t u, provided either side exists. 
In particular, tu - tv implies u - u. 
Proof. See Stark [31] and for (b), see [14, Proposition 3.61 or argue as for [31, 
Theorem 21. 0 
Note that, as Lemma 3.4(c) shows, M(d) has a left cancellation property: if 
x,y,z E M(d) with xy = xz # 0, then y = z. Also, if x, y E M(&)\(O) have an upper 
bound, then dam(x) = dam(y) and x v y = x(y t x) = y(x t y). Next we reformulate 
Lemma 2.5 for concurrent automata. 
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Lemma 3.5. Let d be a concurrent automaton, and let u, v E CS(&) have the same 
domain and disjoint event sets. The following are equivalent: 
(1) u and v commute; 
(2) u t v exists; 
(3) for each transition t occurring in u, there exist v@(dom t) and t t v@(dom t). 
In this case, v@(cod u) = u t u and u 7 v = u@(cod u). 
Proof. Write u = u1 . ..u., v = u1 . . . v, with Ui, aj E T, and consider Fig. 4. 
(l)*(3): Write v@(dom Ui) = tl . . . t, with tj E T (and ev(tj) = ev(vj)). By Proposi- 
tion 3.3(4), we have Ui t u@(dom Ui) = (..((ui t tl) t t2)... t t,), provided either side 
exists. By the transformation process 3.2(a), the existence of the right side is equivalent 
to (1). 
(2) + (3): Put u@(dom Ui) = v T (U 1. . . Ui - 1). 
(3)+ (2): Letw, =~andwi+r =v@(codui)(l < idn).Thenwi+r =witui,since 
these two computation sequences have identical domains and event sequences 
(1 < i 9 n). Hence w,+r = (...((vtuI)tuz)f . ..t u,)=vfu, so utv exists. This 
equation also yields the final statement of the lemma. 0 
Next we wish to transfer this observation to elements of M (~9). For x E M (JZ?) we 
put ev(x) = ev(u) if x = [u] (this is well-defined since any two strongly equivalent 
computation sequences have the same event set), and evseq(x) = {evseq(u): u E CS(&), 
x = [u]}. We say that x,y E M(&)\(O) commute, if for any u E x, v E y, u and 
v commute. Note that if d is concurrent, by Proposition 3.3(5) and Lemma 3.5, x, y 
commute iff for some u E x and u E y, u and v commute. 
Lemma 3.6. Let & be stably concurrent, and let x,y E M(d) commute. Then 
evseq(x t y) = evseq(x). In particular, if xfy=zlzz, then x=z;z; with 
evseq(z:) = WSt?q(Zi) for i = 1,2. 
Proof. Choose u, u E CS(d) with x = [u], y = [v]. Clearly, evseq(u t v) = evseq(u), 
which implies evseq(x) E evseq(x t y). Hence let w E CS(&‘) with w - u t u. We claim 
that there is u* E CS(d) with u* - u and evseq(u*) = evseq(w). For this, we may 
assume that w is strongly equivalent to u t v. Write u = u1 . ..u., v = v1 . ..u. with 
Ui,Dj E T. Hence u t v = U; . ..I& with ev(u;) = ev(ui) for each 1 Q i < n, and 
w = u’ r...u;_rwrwzu;+z... uk with wlwZ - u;ub+r, for some 1 6 k < n - 1. 
Let a = ev(uk+l) = ev(w,), b = ev(uk) = ev(wz) and c = ev(v,). Also, let 
s = cod(u, . ..uk-1 t ~1...v,-l), q=cod(uI...ukfvl...v,_l) and r=dom(wI) 
(Fig.6).Thenbjl,c,aI~,candbII,abywIw, - uhu;, r. Hence also a IIs b by the inverse 
cube axiom. By induction on m, we obtain that a Ildom(ur,,b. Then ukuk+r - w’, w; 
with ev(w;) = a = ev(w,), ev(w;) = b = ev(wz). This proves our claim, and so 
evseq(x r y) = evseq(x). 
NOW assume x 7 y = ~1~2. Choose wiECS(&) with zi = [Wi] (i = 1,2). Then 
evseq(wIw2) E evseq(x t y) = evseq(x), so there is w’ E CS(d) such that x = [w’] and 
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evseq(w, w2) = evseq(w’). Then w’ = w; w; with evseq(wi) = evseq(w:) for i = 1,2. So 
w; r cl = wr and w; t (v t w;) = wl. Putting zi = [wi] (i = 1,2), we obtain z; r y = z1 
and z; t (y t z;) = z2, so by the first statement of the lemma, evseq(zf) = evseq(zi) for 
i=1,2. 0 
As a consequence, we obtain a result for computation sequences u, u for which u t v 
exists but with nondisjoint event sets. 
Lemma 3.7. Let d be a stably concurrent automaton, and let u, u E CS(d) such that 
u 7 u exists and ev(u) n ev(u) # 8. Then there are t E T and u’, u’ E CS(&) such that 
u - tu’ and v - tv’. 
Proof. Let u = ur . ..u. and u = ur . ..v. with transitions Ui,Uj E T. We can choose 
l<i<nandl< j~msuchthatev(ui)=ev(oj)=:aandev(Uk)#ev(ul)forallk~i, 
l<jandallk<i,l< j.Letb=ev(ui_,).Computingnowu,...uifu,...vj,weobtain 
the diagram given in Fig. 7. 
Let u l...Uit Vl...Vj_l =U;... u! with ev(uk) = ev(u;) for each k Q i, and let 
r = dom(uf_ r). Since (Vj T (u; . ..~f_~)) T ui- 1 exists, we obtain a /iI b, thus 
4 . ..uf - u; . ..u~-~w.w$ with ev(w;) = a, ev(w;)= b. By Lemma 3.6, we get 
ur . . . Ui - U1... ui-2w1 w2 with ev(wr) = a, ev(w2) = b. Similarly, U1 . . . Uj - 
VI... v~_~w;w; with ev(w;) = a. Continuing in this way, we obtain u1 . ..ui - u: . ..u* 
and v * 1 .,.Vj” U1 ... u,? with ev(u:) = ev(u:) = a, so u: = II: by dom(u:) = dom(ur). 
Letting t = uf , the result follows. 0 
Next we generalize the well-known Levy lemma for strings and for traces (c.f., e.g., 
[12, Proposition 1.3.11) to a corresponding result on M(d). The usual proofs of the 
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Levy lemma for traces use elementary combinatorial or graph-theoretical methods. 
The subsequent proof can be viewed as an algebraic argument. 
Lemma 3.8. Let & be a stably concurrent automaton, and let x, y, z, z’ E M(d) with 
xy # 0. The following are equivalent: 
(1) xy = zzr. 
(2) There are p, q, r, u E M(d) such that p and q commute and x = rq, z = rp, 
Y = (P T q)u, Z’ = 14 t p) u. 
Moreover, in this case the elements p,q,r, u are unique with the property in (2). 
See Fig. 8 for a diagram. 
Proof. (2) + (1): We have xy = rq (p T q) u = rp(q t p) u = zz’. 
(1) -+ (2): Recall that by Lemma 3.4, any two upper bounded elements of 
M(d)\(O) h ave a supremum. Since for each 0 # m E M(d) the set (m’ E M(d): 
m’ < m) is finite, it follows that any two nonzero elements of M(d) with the same 
domain have an infimum in (M(d), < ). N ow let r be the infimum of x and z in 
(M (&), < )_ Then x = rq, z = rp for some q,p E M (J@. Since x Q xy = zz’ and z < zz’, 
x v z exists and x v z = x(z f x) = x(p t 4) by Lemma 3.4. Choose u E M (&) with 
(x v z)u = xy. Then (p t q)u = y by the left cancellation property. Similarly, 
z(q t p)u = (x v z)u = xy = zz’, so (q 7 p)u = z’. It only remains to show that 
ev(q) n ev(p) = 8. But, otherwise, by Lemma 3.7 we obtain t, q’,p’ E M(ld) with t # 1 
and q = tq’, p = tp’. Then r < rt < rq = x and rt < z, contradicting r = x A z. 
Now suppose there are also p’,q’, r’, u’ E M(d) such that p’ and 4’ commute and 
x = r’q’, z = r’p’, y = (p’ T q’)u’, z’ = (q’ f p’) u’. Since r is the infimum of x and z, we 
get r’ G r. Choose t E M(d) with r’t = r, Then ev(t) G ev(r) E ev(x) n ev(z). Hence 
ev (t) C ev(q’) n ev(p’) = @I, so t = 1, showing r’ = r. Since &!(A?) is left-cancellative, 
we obtain q’ = q and p’ = p, and thus also U’ = u. 0 
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Next we wish to derive a simple characterization of when two elements of CS(&) 
commute. Each subset X G Twill be called a transition set, and a triple (s, X, 4) with 
s,q E S and X E T is a labelled transition set. A chain in such a triple (s, X, q) is 
a nonempty computation sequence c = t 1 . . . t, E CS(&‘) with domain s such that 
ti E X and ti # tj for all i # j. NOW let u E CS(zzZ). We put tr(u) = {t E T: t occurs in a}, 
the transition set of u, and LTr(u) = (dam(u), tr(u),cod(u)), the labelled transition set of 
u. By convention, tr (E) = 0 and each triple (s, 0, s) (s E S) is considered as labelled 
transition set of E. Note that each transition t E tr(u) occurs in a chain in LTr(u), as is 
easy to see. We say that two labelled transition sets r = (s, X, q) and r’ = (s’, X’, q’) 
commute, if for all chains c in r and d in r’, c and d commute. Observe that if T is finite, 
the number of such chains is bounded by 1 TI !. Now we have: 
Lemma 3.9. Let ZZI be an automaton with concurrency relations, and let u, v E CS(&). 
The following are equivalent: 
(1) u and v commute; 
(2) LTr(u) and LTr(v) commute. 
Proof. (1) -+ (2): Let c, d be chains in LTr(u) and LTr(v), respectively. Clearly c, d 
have the same domain. Choose any t E tr (c) E tr (u). By assumption, v@(dom t) exists 
and ev 0’) II ~om~t~~ ev(t) for each transition t’ occurring in v@(dom t). Since t was 
arbitrary, this shows that c and v commute. Applying the same argument again, we 
obtain that c and d commute. 
(2) --+ (1): Clearly dam(u) = dam(u). Now let t E tr(u). By definition, we have to 
show that u@(dom t) exists and commutes with t. Choose a chain c in LTr(u) 
containing t. It suffices to show that c and u commute. For this, choose any t’ E tr(v) 
and then a chain d in LTr(u) containing t’. By assumption, c and d commute. By 
Lemma 2.5, c@(dom t’) exists and commutes with t’. Since t’ was arbitrary, this means 
that c and v commute. 0 
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Next we wish to derive a similar result for elements of M(d). This needs a few 
preparations. Let X c T. We put 
X-= Xv {(s,b,q),(q,a,r)E T: ail,b and there are (s,a,p), (p,b,r)~X}. 
We say that X is full if X = X: The closure of X is defined as the smallest full subset of 
T containing X. Putting X, = X, Xi+ 1 = X_(i E N), we obtain that Ui E N Xi is the 
closure of X, and if T is finite, then for somej < 1 TI, Xj is the closure of X. A labelled 
transition set (q, X, r) is full, if X is full. Now let 0 # x E M(d). We let tr(x) denote the 
closure of tr(u) where x = [u]. Clearly this is independent of the choice of u E x. Put 
LTr(x) = (dam(x), tr(x), cod(x)), the labelled full transition set of x. Now we have: 
Lemma 3.10. Let d be a concurrent automaton, and let x, y E M(d)\ (0) have the same 
domain. The following are equivalent: 
(1) x and y commute; 
(2) LTr(x) and LTr (y) commute. 
Proof. Choose U, v E CS(&) with x = [u], y = [v]. 
(1) + (2): Let X1 = tr(u) and Xi+1 = X_(iE N). Then tr(x) = UiENXi. We first 
derive by induction on i E N the following property: 
Each transition t E Xi commutes with v@(dom t). (*) 
Indeed, for i = 1 this is clear, since t occurs in u and U, v commute by assumption. For 
the induction step, let t E Xi+ 1 \Xi. Then there are transitions tl = (s, a,~), 
tz = (p, b, r) E Xi and t3 = (s, b, q), t4 = (q, a, r) E Xi+ 1 such that a /IS b and t = t3 or 
t = t4. By induction hypothesis, tl, v@s commute and also t2, v@p compute. This 
means that tl t2 and v@s commute. Since tl c2 - t3t4, by Lemma 3S((l)t,(2)) and 
Proposition 3.3(5) it follows that tat4 and v@s commute. Hence t and v@(dom t) 
commute. This proves (*). 
Now let c, d be chains in LTr(x) and LTr(y), respectively. Since by (*) each 
transition t E X commutes with v@(dom t) and tr(c) c X, it follows that c and v 
commute. Applying the same argument again, we get that c and d commute. 
(2) + (1): We claim that u and v commute. Let c be a chain in LTr(u) and d a chain 
in LTr(v). By Lemma 3.9, it suffices to show c and d commute. But since tr(u) E tr(x) 
and tr(v) c tr(y), c and d are also chains in LTr (x) and LTr(y), respectively, so they 
commute by assumption. q 
The above result will be quite useful - it characterizes whether two arbitrary 
elements x,y E M(d)\(O) commute solely in terms of their domains and full 
transition sets tr(x), tr(y); their cardinality is uniformly bounded by 1 TI if T is finite. 
Next we note: 
Remark 3.11. Let J&’ be an automaton with concurrency relations, and let x, y E M(d) 
with xy # 0. Then tr(xy) is the closure of tr(x) u tr(y). 
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Proof. Clear by the description of the closure of a transition set given above. 0 
Finally, we use Lemma 3.6 to show that labelled full transition sets behave nicely 
with respect to residuals (provided d is stably concurrent). 
Corollary 3.12. Let d be a stably concurrent automaton, and let x,y,z E M(d)‘, {O} 
such that x and y commute and LTr(x) = LTr(z). 
(a) Let u E CS(d) with y = [u]. Then tr(x T y) = {t t u@(dom t): t E tr(x)l. 
(b) z and y commute, and LTr(x t y) = LTr(z t y). 
Proof. (a) Choose u E CS(&) with x = [u]. We put X1 = tr(u), Y, = tr(u t u), and 
Xi+1 = X, yi+l = Yi(i E N). Since tr(x) = lJiENXi and tr(x 7 y) = uicN yi, it suffi- 
ces to show that 
F = {t t u@(dom t): t E Xi) (*I 
for all i E N. Indeed, for i = 1 this is clear by Fig. 4 and Proposition 3.3(4). Now 
assume (*) is true for some i E N. As shown in the proof of Lemma 3.10, each 
transition t E tr(x) commutes with u@(dom t). Hence for any tl, t2 E Xi with 
cod(tl) = dom(t,), t1 t2 and u@(dom tl) commute. By Lemma 3.6 we have 
evseq([tl t2] 7 [u@(dom tl)]) = evseq([tl tz]). Hence there are t3, t4 E Xi+ 1 with t, tz 
strongly equivalent to t3t4 iff there are t;, tk E Yi+ 1 with (tl tz t u@(dom tl)) strongly 
equivalent to t; tk; in this case we obtain evseq(t, t4) = evseq(t; tk) and hence 
‘J = tj t u@(dom tj) for j = 3,4. This implies (*) for i + 1, and the result follows. 
(b) By Lemma 3.10, z and y commute. Also, x t y and z 7 y have the same domain, 
cod(y). Since cod(x) = cod(z), x 1 y and z t y also have the same codomain, viz. 
cod(v@(cod x)) if y = [v]. Since tr(x) = tr(z), now (a) implies the result. 0 
Let d be stably concurrent, and let y, y’ E M(&)\{O}. We say that y’ is strongly 
connected with y, if there is x E M(d) such that x and y commute and y’ = y t x. 
Furthermore, y and y’ are connected, if y = y’ or there are y, , . . . , y, E M(d) such that 
y=y,,y’=y,andforeachl<i<n-l,eithery,+, is strongly connected with yi or 
yi is strongly connected with yi + 1. Observe that if y’ is strongly connected with y, by 
Lemma 3.6, evseq(y) = evseq(y’); hence y, y’ are uniquely determined by their do- 
mains and evseq(y). It follows that this remains true, if y and y’ are connected. 
Therefore, for each s E S, we let y@s denote the uniquely determined element 
y’ E M(d) which is connected with y and has domain s, provided such y’ exists; 
otherwise we let y@s be undefined. To simplify notation, we write xy@s for (xy)@s. 
Lemma 3.13. Let d be a stably concurrent automaton. Let y, z E M(d) and s E S such 
that yz # 0 and yz@s exists. Then also y@s and z@(cody@s) exist, and 
YZ@ = (y@s) . (z@(cod y@s)). 
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Proof. We first assume that yz@s is strongly connected with yz. Choose x E M(d) 
which commutes with yz such that yz@s = (yz) T x. Then cod(x) = s, and x 
also commutes with y, so y@s = y t x. Furthermore, x 7 y commutes with z, 
so z@(cod y@s) = z r (x r y). Hence yz@s = (Y t x)(z t (x t Y)) = (y@s).z@ 
(cod Y @s). 
Now assume that yz is strongly connected with yz@s. Choose x E M(d) which 
commutes with yz@s such that yz = yz@s r x. By Lemma 3.6 we can write 
yz@s = VW with v, w E M(d) satisfying evseq(y) = evseq(v), evseq(z) = evseq (w). 
Then x commutes with v and v t x = y. Hence v = y@s. Also, x t v commutes with 
w and w 7 (x 7 v) = z. Hence w = z@(cod v), proving our formula in this case. 
Finally, assume there are al, . . . ,a, E M(d) such that a, = yz, a, = yz@s and for 
each 1 < i < n - 1, either Ui is strongly connected with ai+ 1 or vice versa. By the 
above, inductively we obtain that ai = yz@si = (y@si). z@(cod y@si) exists, where 
si = dom(a,), for i = l,... , n. Since s, = s, the result follows. 0 
4. Proof of Theorem 1 
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1 (and so, Theorem 2.7(a)). Recall 
that given any monoid M, a subset L E M is recognizable iff the collection of sets 
L/x := {y E M: xy E L} (x E M) is finite. First we show: 
Lemma 4.1. Let d be an automaton with concurrency relations and L ajinite subset of 
M(.s&‘). If 0 $ L, or if ~2 has only jinitely many states, then L is recognizable. 
Proof. Clearly, it suffices to consider singleton subsets L of M(d). We claim that 
there are only finitely many sets of the form L/x (x E M(d)). If L = {O> or L = {l}, 
this is easy. Now let L = {[u]} for some non-trivial computation sequence u, say, with 
length n. Since d is deterministic, there are at most n! computation sequences 
equivalent to u. Thus, the set {x E M(d): x < [u]} is finite. From this, the claim is 
straightforward. 0 
For the rest of this section, 
let d be a finite automaton with concurrency relations. 
Subsequently occasionally we abbreviate M = M(d). Next we show that 
Rec(M(&)) is closed under the product operation, provided that & is stably concur- 
rent. 
Theorem 4.2. Let ~4 be a jnite stably concurrent automaton, and let A, B E 
Rec(M(&‘)). Then A.B E Rec(M(&‘)). 
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Proof. For q, r E M with r. q # 0 let T(r, q) be the (IS 1 + 2)-tuple 
where we make the following conventions: We let B/l@s = B/l, and if q@s E M does 
not exist, we formally put B/q@& = 1. Furthermore, if q = 1 # r, let LTr(q) = (cod(r), 
0, cod(r)), and if q = r = 1 let LTr(q) = 1. 
For x E M let V(x) = { 7’(r,q): r, q E M, x = r. q # 01. In particular, V(x) = 0 iff 
x = 0. Since A, B E Ret(M), the collection of all tuples T(r, q) is finite, and hence also 
the system {V(x): x E M}. It suffices to show, therefore, that V(x) = V(x’) implies 
(A. B)/x = (A. B)/x’ (x,x’ E M). 
Let y E (A. B)/x. We claim that y E (A. B)/x’. If xy = 0, we have either x = 0 or 
y = 0 or x, y # 0 but cod(x) # dam(y). If x = 0, we get V(x’) = V(x) = 0, so x’ = 0 
and our claim follows. If y = 0, the claim is trivial. In the last case, observe 
T(1, x) E V(x) = V(x’), so T(1, x) = T(r’, q’) with x’ = r' . q’ # 0. By LTr(x) = LTr(q’) 
we have cod(x) = cod(q’) = cod(x’), so again x’y = 0 E A. B. 
Therefore assume xy # 0 now. We have xy = ab for some a E A, b E B. By Lemma 
3.8, there are p, q, r,p’, u E M such that p and q commute and x = rq, a = rp, y = p’u, 
p’ = p r q, b = (q r p) u (cf. Fig. 9). Then T(r, q) E V(x) = V(x’), so T(r, q) = T(r’, q’) for 
some r’, q’ E M with x’ = r’ . q’ # 0. We have LTr(q) = LTr (4’). Now q = r = 1 implies 
q’=r’=l,sox=x’=landx’y=xyEA.B. 
Assume r. q # 1 now. Since p, q commute, by Lemma 3.10 also p and q’ commute. 
Since cod(q’) = cod(q) = dom(p’) and evseq(p) = evseq(p’), we obtain p r q’ = p’. 
Hence x’.y = r’.q’.p’.u = r’.p’(q’t p).u. Let s = cod(p), so q’ 7 p = q’@s and 
q 7 p = q@s. Now A/r = A/r’ and B/q@ = B/q’@s, so rp = a and (q t p)u = b imply 
r’p E A and (q’ 1 p)u E B. Thus x’y E A. B as claimed. 0 
Next we will prove a result similar to Theorem 4.2, that Rec(M(d)) is also closed 
under forming ‘elementwise suprema’ of certain languages. If d is concurrent and 
Fig. 9. The elements x’, r’, q’ have the same codomains as I, r, q, respectively. 
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a, b E M (&), we let a v b denote the supremum of a and b in M (J$‘), provided it exists; 
recall that then a, b # 0, dam(a) = dam(b) and a v b = a(b t a) = b(a t b) by Lemma 
3.4.ForA,Bc MletAvB={avb:aEA,bEB}.Nowweshow: 
Proposition 4.3. Let J&’ be a jinite stably concurrent automaton. Let A, B E Ret(M) such 
that whenever a E A, b E B and a t b exists, then ev(a) n ev(b) = 8. Then A v B E 
Ret(M). 
Proof. We proceed similarly as for Theorem 4.2. For r, q E M with r. q # 0 let T(r, q) 
be the quintuple 
T(r, q) = (A/r, B/q@(dom r), LTr(r), LTr(q), LTr(q@(dom r))), 
with similar abbreviations as before; here, let LTr(q@(dom r)) = (dam(r), 0, dam(r)) 
if q = 1 # r, and LTr (q@(domr)) = 1 if q = r = 1 or q@(domr) E M does not 
exist. 
ForxEMlet V(x)={T(r,q):r,q~M,x=r~q#O}.Thesystem{V(x):x~M}is 
finite, and it suffices to show that V(x) = V(x’) implies (A v B)/x = (A v B)/x’ 
(x,x’ E M). 
LetyE(AvB)/x.Thusx.y=avb=a(bra)forsomeaEA,bEB.Thenxy#O 
and a t b exists, so a, b commute by assumption and Lemma 3.5. By Lemma 3.8, we 
obtain elements p, q, r,p’, u E M such that p and q commute and x = rq, a = rp, 
y = p’u, p’ = p t q, b 7 a = (q t p)u (cf. Fig. 10). Then T(r, q) E V(x) = V(x’), so 
T(r, q) = T(r’, q’) for some r’, q’ E M with x’ = r' . q’ # 0. If q = r = 1, also q’ = r’ = 1 
and x = x’ = 1, so clearly x’y E A v B. Therefore assume r. q # 1 now. 
Fig, 10. The elements x’, r’, q’. q” have the same domains and codomains as x, r, 4. q*. respectively. 
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We have LTr (q) = LTr(q’). Since p, q commute, by Lemma 3.10 also p and q’ 
commute, and since cod(q’) = cod(q), we have p t q’ = p’. Hence 
By Lemma 3.6, we have evseq(b) = evseq(b t a). It follows that b = q*u* where 
q*,u* E M satisfy evseq(q*) = evseq(q 7 p) = evseq(q) and evseq(u*) = evseq(u). 
Hence q* = q@(dom r). By LTr(q@(dom r)) = LTr(q’@(domr’)) we obtain, in 
particular, that q” = q’@(dom r’) exists. Since LTr(r) = LTr(r’), by Remark 3.11 we 
have LTr(a) = LTr(rp) = LTr(r’p), and similarly LTr(b) = LTr(q*u*) = LTr(q”u*). 
Since a, b commute, by Lemma 3.10 also r’p and q”u* commute. We obtain 
q”u* t r’p = (q’ t p) u, since these two computation sequences have identical domains, 
cod(p), and event sequences. Hence x’y = r’p v q”u*. But A/r = A/r’ and B/q* = B/q”. 
Since rp = a and q*u* = b, w e get r’p E A and q”u* E B, so x’y E A v B. n 
Let ~2 be an automaton with concurrency relations. For A G E let 
MA(,&‘) = {m E M\{O, l}: ev(m) G Al. Also, let LTS(d) comprise all labelled full 
transition sets LTr(x) (0 # x E M) of M. The following lemma describes further 
recognizable subsets of M = M (~2). 
Lemma 4.4. Let d be a finite automaton with concurrency relations. 
(a) MA(&) E Ret(M) for any subset A G E. 
(b) For any I- E LTS(& { m E M; LTr(m) = r} E Ret(M). 
(c) L,, E Ret(M) for any L E Ret(M) and q, r E S. 
Proof. (a) and (b): If x.y # 0 in M(d), we have ev(x.y) = ev(x) u ev(y) and tr(x.y) 
is the closure of tr(x) u tr(y) by Remark 3.11. Since E and LTS(&) are finite, it easily 
follows that for each language L in question, the collection of all sets L/x (x E M) is 
finite. 
(c) Clearly, M,, E Ret(M). Hence also L,, = L n M,, E Ret(M). 0 
Next we show: 
Proposition 4.5. Let d be a Jinite stably concurrent automaton. Then IComp(M (~2)) is 
recognizable. 
Proof. Clearly {z E M: z is not irreducible} is the union of (0, l} and all the sets 
M,,,(d) v MB (&) where A, B G E are disjoint, and hence is recognizable by Lemma 
4.4(a) and Proposition 4.3. 0 
Now we summarize our previous results to show: 
Theorem 4.6. Let d be a finite stably concurrent automaton, and let L E Ret (M (d)). 
Then IComp(L) E Rec(M(&)). 
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Proof. Clearly IComp(L) = IComp(M) n A, where 
A={y~M:3z~M.y,zcommute,O#y(z~y)~L). 
By Proposition 4.5, it remains to show that A is recognizable. By Lemma 3.10, two 
elements y, z E M commute iff LTr(y), LTr(z) commute. For two commuting triples 
r, r’ E LTS(d) let 
Ar,r, = {y E M: LTr(y) = r, 3z E M. LTr(z) = r’, 0 # y(z 7 y) EL}. 
Then A is the union of all these (finitely many) sets A,,r. So it remains to show that 
A F, I-’ E Ret (M). Let 
Br, = { y E M: 32, z’ E M. LTr(z) = r’, evseq(z) = evseq(z’), 0 # y. z’ E L}. 
We have Ar,rS = { y E M: LTr(y) = r } n BFS, since E is obvious by Lemma 3.6, and 
if y belongs to the right-hand side and z, z’ are as indicated in the definition of BFC, then 
yz’ # 0 implies dom(z’) = cod(y) = dom(z t y), thus z’ = z r y. Hence, by Lemma 
4.4(b), it suffices to prove that Br, E Ret(M). 
It is easy to check that if a, a’ E M, Lfa = L/a’ and coda = cod a’, then 
B,,/a = B~,/u’. Therefore, since L is recognizable, there are only finitely many sets 
B~,/u (a E M). The result follows. q 
The following result generalizes Lemma 3.8. It also contains the corresponding 
generalization of Levy’s lemma for traces due to Cori and Perrin [ll, Corollary 1.43. 
Lemma 4.7. Let d be a stably concurrent automaton, and let x, y, zl,. . . , z, E M with 
xy # 0. The following are equivalent: 
(1) xy = zizz...z,. 
(2) There are rj, sj,sj* E M (i d j, j = 1, . . . ,m) such that 
(a) x = ri.ri.....rA, y = sI’sz’““s,; 
(b) ri+l.... ’ ri and sj* commute, and 
j 
:;I 
. . . . . r; \i ,yj* = ri+ 1 . . . . .y~.sj=sj*.rjj++ll.....y~’ forj= l,...,m- 1; 
c evseq(r:) = evseq(rL) and evseq(sJ = evseq(s:) for all i, j d k and k = 1, . . . , m; 
(d) rj.sT=zjforj= l,..., m,ands,*=s,. 
See Fig. 11 for a diagram. 
Proof. (2) + (1): We have 
z1. ‘.. .z, = r:.s:.r,‘.st.....r,“_f.(s~_l.r,m).s~ 
= rl ‘.s~.....(sm*-2.r~~~.r~-1).sm_l.s, 
= . . . 
= r: .sT.r++.rt. . . ..ri.s.. . . ..s. 
=r :,r:.....r~.s,.s,.....s~ 
= x.y. 
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m =4: 
u3 =: s4 
4 
q; =: r4 
3 
g3 =: r4 
2 q2 = r3 - ri 
111 q, = r2 . r3 . r4 
Fig. 11 
(1) + (2): Put 4: = x, u0 = y. By an inductive procedure for i = 1, . . . , m - 1, sup- 
pose we have found elements q,51,ui-l EM with ~~_r.ui_, = z~.(z;+~ . . . ..z...). Then 
by Lemma 3.8 we obtain 4T-r =r:.qi,Zi=ri.s*,ai_r =Si’Ui, Zi+l.....Z,=q*.Ui 
where qi, ST commute and si = ST t 4i, 4: = qi r ~7. Finally, Z, = 4: _ 1. U, _, , and we 
put rE:= &-r, rz-‘:= q,,_r and s,,,:= sz:= u,-,. 
Working ‘backwords’ now for j = m - 2, . . . , 1, suppose we have $ = rj:: qj+, = 
t-j;; .r;;;. ... ‘r j+‘. Then by Lemma 3.6 we obtain qj = rj+ 1 . ... . ri where 
evseq(r$ = evsei(rL+ 1 ) for k = j + 1,. . . , m. Since qj v ST = qj. Sj = ST . q;, properties 
(b)-(d) follow. Finally note that x = r:.q, and y = slul = sls2u2 = ... = 
s1 . ..s._ 1 u,,_ 1 and u,_ 1 = s,, as required. 0 
As known from trace languages, in general the Kleene-iteration L* of a recogniz- 
able language L G M(d) need not be recognizable. However, under stronger as- 
sumptions on L this is true, as we now show; this generalizes results of Metivier [24] 
and Ochmanski [25], cf. [12; Proposition 2.2.61 in trace theory. 
Theorem 4.8. Let xl be a jinite stably concurrent automaton. Let s E S and 
L E Rec(M(d)) such that each element x E L\{O, 13 is irreducible and has domain and 
codomain s. Then L* E Rec(M (d)). 
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Proof. Let us first assume that 0 $ L. Then also 0 # L* by assumption on L. For 
a sequence of elements po, rl, p1 , . . . , r,, pn E M\ (0) let T(p,, rl , . . . ,p,) be the (5n + 3)- 
tuple 
((L/r@s, LTr(r&Js), LTr((piri+ I . ... .P~P?ZHCO~ r&G)), Yi)i”, 1, 
By convention, we write LTr(1 @s) = (s, 8, s), cod (1 @s) = s, and LTr(x@s) = 1 
if X@S does not exist; we put yi = T if (ripiri+ 1’“’ .p,)@s exists, and yi = I otherwise 
(1 < i < n). Also, if II = 0 and p. = 1 let T(po) = (s, s, s). 
For x E M let V(x) be the set of all such tuples T(p,, rl, . . ..p.) such that n 3 0, 
ri,pi E M\(O), ri Z 1, LTr(ri) # LTr(rj) for all i # j, pi@S EL* and 
x = porlpl..-* . r,,p,,. Clearly, by the requirement LTr(ri) # LTr(rj), we have 
n,<lSIZ.2 . “1 Hence the collection {V(x): x E M} is finite. It suffices to show, therefore, 
that V(x) = V(x’) implies L*/x = L*/x’ (x,x’ E M). 
Let y E L*/x. We claim that y E L*/x’. If x = 1, we have V(x’) = V(x) = {(s, s, s)}, so 
x’ = 1 and the claim follows. 
Therefore assume x # 1 and xy E L* now. Then xy = zl . ..z. with zi E L\ (0, l}. 
Now find rj, Sj, sy E M as in Lemma 4.7(2) and Fig. 11. Thus for eachj, either r! # 1 or 
sj* # 1. Enumerate {j: r! # 1, sj* # l} = {ji: i = 1, . . . , n} (if this set is empty, let n = 0) 
with j, <j, < ... <j,. Put j. = 0 and jn+l = m + 1. 
NowletO<idnwithji<ji+,-l.ForanykERJwithji<k<ji+l wehave 
either r,” = 1 E L* or r; = zk E L. Also, dom(z,) = cod(z,) = s, thus 
r.t .= gl+‘. 
1 . Ji+ 1 
....yi,‘:Ii EL*, 
and dom(r+) = cod(r+) = s. By the same argument, 
+. 
Si 
* * 
.= sji+l”“‘sji+,~l EL* 
and dom (s: ) = cod (s: ) = s. Also, put 
1 
pi = rji+l' *.. .r;+,-1 ) and qi = sj,+i’*“‘sj,+,_i. 
Note that evseq(pJ = evseq (r: ) and evseq(qJ = evseq($). Hence the conditions 
of Lemma 4.7(2) imply that pi@s = r+ and qi@s = s: . 
If, however, ji = ji + 1 - 1, let r+ = s+ = pi = qi = 1. If 1 Q i < n, we abbreviate 
ri := r? 
Jt 
and S; := sji. 
Thus 
Thenx=p,.r,.p,..... pn-l’rn’pn and y = qo.s;.ql.....q,_l.s:,.q,. 
We claim that LTr(ri) # LTr(r,) for all i < k. Indeed, otherwise by Corollary 
3.12(b)we obtain 
LTr (r-j:) = LTr (r-!:) . 
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Hence 
dom(rj;) = dom(rjf) = s, 
and 
sT@s and ri; commute. 
So, by Lemma 3.10, also 
sT@s and ri,’ commute, 
and 
1 #s;=s,T@s~r;;. 
Hence 
rj: # 1 # s~@s and r!; v sz@s = rj;.sJT = zj, E L, 
contradicting that zig is irreducible. 
Hence T(p,, rr, . . . . p.) E V(x) = V(x). So ~(p,,rr, . . . . p,) = T(pb,r; ,..., ph) for 
somer!,p;.EMwithpj@sEL*forallj=O,...,nandx’=pb.r;.....p~. 
Let 1 < i < n. Since (ripi..... p,)@s exists, SO does (rip;..... ph)@s. We claim that 
p~_l@s.(rf.pj.....pb)@s.qi-l.sj 
=pI~1@s.si+_,.r;@s.siT.pl@s.(rl+,.pi+,.....p:,)@s. (*) 
Indeed, we have 
LTr(rl@s) = LTr(r@s) = LTr(rJ’:) 
and 
LTr((pj * ... .p~)@(codr~@s)) = LTr((pi’ .*. .p,)@(codri@s)). 
Also, 
(**) 
(ri.pi.....pn)@s=r~;.r~;+1.....r~=(r~,.r~,+~.....rk,)@s 
where k:=ji_l + 1. NOW ~~l@(codpi_l@~) commutes with (ri’pi.....p,)@~, and 
cod(pi- r@s) = dom(sz r) = s. By Lemma 3.10, therefore (rf.pi. ... .p,,)@s and 
si’_ , commute. Recall that cod (s,:‘- r ) = s and evseq(sL r ) = evseq(q,_ r ). Hence 
(ri . pi . . . . . pi)@s . qi _ 1 = SC 1 . (i-i pi . . . . pL)@s 
= sL1 .rl@s.(pI.....pl;)@(codrl@s), (1) 
using Lemma 3.13. Now s,!, commutes with 
5 rj,+, . ‘.. ).; = (pi. . . . . r,. pJ@(cod r;;), 
and 
cod (r;;) = cod (ri@s). 
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Again by Lemma 3.10 and (**), s,: commutes with (pf . ... .p;)@(cod rigs). Also, 
evseq (sz) = evseq(si) and cod(s,lC) = s. Hence 
(pl. . . . .p;)@(codr;@s).s; = s; .(p;. . . . .p;)@s. (2) 
Since codpi@s = codpi@s = s, by Lemma 3.13 we get 
(pi. . . . .p~)@s=pi’@s.(rj+,.....p~)@s. (3) 
Putting (l)-(3) together, (*) follows. 
Observe that dom(p&) = dom(p,) = s = cod(p,), so dom(r; ) = cod (pb) = 
cod(pb@s) = cod (pO@s) = s. Hence, applying (*) successively, we obtain 
x’ . y = (p&@s . (r; . . ‘. . pi)@s) . (40 . s; . q1 . . . . . s,: . qn) 
=p~@s.so+.r;@s.s,~.p;@s.(r;.....p:)@s.(ql....,s,‘.q,) 
= p&@,s~so+ +-;@s~s,~)~p;@s~s:~ . . ..(r~@s.s.~).p~@s.qn. 
But dom(q,) = cod(p:@s) = cod(p,,@s) = s, so q,, = qn@s = s,’ . We have p,@,s, 
S+ E L* for i = 0,. . . , n. Since L/ri@s = L/ri@s and 
ri@s. S,: = r;i .S,T = Zji E L, 
we get (rl@s)-s,: E L for i = 1, . . . , n. Hence x’. y E L* as claimed. 
Now consider the case that 0 E L. Then (L\(O))* E Ret(M) by what we have shown, 
so L* = (L\(O))* u (0) E Ret(M). 0 
Here the question arises whether the assumption in Theorem 4.8 that each 
x E M(d)\ (0, l} has the same domain as codomain can be deleted. We show that this 
is not the case. 
Example 4.9. Let d = (S, E, T, 11) such that S = {s, p}, E = {a, b}, T = {(s, a,~), (s, b,p), 
(p, a, s), (p, b, s)}, and a IIs b, a jl,b. Clearly, d is stably concurrent; since IIs = jl p and 
each event can occur in each state of d, we may even regard (E, 11) as a trace alphabet. 
Now let L = { C(s, a, p)l, C(P, b, $I>. Ob viously, L is recognizable and L E IComp(M). 
However, L* consists of 0 and all elements [u] with u any computation sequence such 
that in the word evseq(u), the number of a’s and the number of b’s differ by at most 1. 
So, there are infinitely many sets L*/x with x E M(d) and ev(x) = {u}. Hence L* is 
not recognizable. 
Next we obtain that Rec(M(&)) (-QI finite and stably concurrent) is closed under 
concurrent iteration. 
Corollary 4.10. Let ~2 be a jinite stably concurrent automaton, and let L E Rec(M(&)). 
Then L’” E Rec(M(d)). 
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Fig. 12. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.4(c) and Theorems 4.6 and 4.8 (IComp(L),,)* E Rec(M(d)) 
for each s E S. 0 
Now the proof of Theorems 1 and 2.7(a) is immediate by Lemma 4.1, Theorem 4.2 
an Corollary 4.10. 
Finally, we present an example due to D. Kuske (private communication) to show 
that if the automaton d in Theorem 1 is just assumed to be concurrent, then the 
recogniable languages of M(d) need not be closed under the product operation. 
Example 4.11 (D. Kuske). Let d = (S,E, T, 11) such that S = {q,r,s}, E = {a, b,c), 
T = {(s, a, q), (r, a, r), (s, b, r), (q, b, r), (q, c, s), (r, c, r)}, and a /Is b, b II4 c, and a iI1 c (and no 
other concurrency relations hold). This can be depicted as in Fig. 12. 
Note that SZ’ is concurrent, but not stably concurrent. Now let 
L = { [I(s, a, 4) (4, c, $I}* and L’ = {[(s, b,r)] >. Clearly L asd L’ are recognizable. 
However, for any n E N, [(s, a, q) (4, c, 41”. IL@, b, 41 = Cb, b, 41. C(r, a, W, c, 41”. 
Hence L. L’ consists of all elements [(s, b, r)] . [u] where u is any computation 
sequence with domain r such that evseq(u) contains as many a’s as c’s. Thus L. L’ is 
not recognizable. 
There is also a (dual) example of a finite automaton d satisfying the inverse cube 
axiom but not the cube axiom such that Rec(M(ral)) is not closed under the product 
operation. 
5. Proof of Theorem 2 
In this section we will prove Theorem 2.7(b) and hence Theorem 2. The essential 
tool is provided by a particular choice of representatives of the equivalence classes 
x E M (&)\ (0, 1). We introduce some notation. Let cc4 be an automaton with concur- 
rency relations. Recall that T* is the free monoid of all words over T. We let 
p: T* -+ M(d) be the (uniquely determined) homomorphism satisfying p(t) = [t] for 
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each t E T. Note that M(d)\(O) c p(T*), and Oep(T*) iff d contains two 
transitions t, t’ E T with cod t # dom t’. 
Now let u, v E CS(d) with cod(u) = dam(v). We say that u and v can be permuted, if 
there is v’ E CS(&‘) such that u and v’ commute and v = v’@(cod u). 
For the rest of this section, we fix a linear order < on E. For u, v E CS (d), we put 
u < v if evseq(u) < evseq(v) in the lexicographic order of E* induced by (E, d ). We 
say that u is minimal with respect o concurrent permutations, if whenever u = u1 twt’ul 
with t, t’ E Tand tw, t’ can be permuted, then ev(t) < ev(t’). Let CS,in(d) comprise all 
computation sequences u E CS (a) satisfying this condition. Now assume 
u = u1 twt’uZ E CS(&) with t, t’ E T, ev(t’) < ev(t) and tw, t’ can be permuted. Let 
t* = t’@(dom t), w’ = tw@(cod t*) and v = uIt*w’uZ. Then u - v and ev(t*) = 
ev(t’) < ev(t), so evseq(v) < evseq(u) in (E*, 6 ). Since the equivalence class [u] is 
finite, it follows that there is u’ E CS,in(&) with u’ - u and evseq(u’) < evseq(u). Thus 
each equivalence class x E M \ (0, l} contains a representative u E x n CSmin(8). 
Hence the projection p maps CS,i” (&‘) onto M \ (0). If x E M \ (0, l} and there is only 
one element u E x n CS,i”(d), then we call u the Jirst representative of x. For 
concurrent automata -c4, there is a simple characterization of the elements of 
CS,i,(&) which shows that here each element x E M \ (0, I} has a first representative. 
It will be not be used subsequently, but it generalizes aresult from trace theory (cf. [ 12, 
Proposition 1.2.21) and could be of independent interest. 
Proposition 5.1. Let & be a concurrent automaton, and let E # u E CS(&). The follow- 
ing are equivalent: 
(l) u E csrnin(4; 
(2) whenever vE CS(d) and u N v, then evseq(u) < evseq(v) in the lexicographic 
order of E*. 
Proof (1) -+ (2): Let v E CS(&) with v - u and v # u. Then we can write u = u1 tu2, 
v = u1 t’v’ with t, t’ E T and t # t’. By the left cancellation property, we obtain 
tu2 w t’v’. Now write u2 = wt*w’ such that ev(t*) = ev(t’)$ ev(w) (possibly w = E). By 
Lemma 3.4, t’ f tu, exists, so t’ t tw = t *. Since ev(t’) n ev(tw) = 0, by Lemma 3.5 t’ 
and tw commute. Thus tw and t* can be permuted. Now by assumption we get 
ev(t) < ev(t*) = ev(t’), proving evseq(u) < evseq(v). 
(2) -+ (1): As shown before, there is u’ E CZ&(&) with u’ - u and evseq(u’) d 
evseq(u). So, by assumption, evseq(u) = evseq(u’), thus u = u’. 0 
Next we show that CS,i”(~) is a recognizable language over T. 
Lemma 5.2. Let d be a jinite automaton with concurrency relations. Then 
C&i” (JxI) E Ret (T*). 
Proof. Since T*\CS(d) is the union of the sets T* . t. t’. T* where t, t’ E T with 
cod(t) # dom(t’), we have CS(&) E Rec(T*). Clearly, CS(~)\CSmin(,c4) is the union 
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of all the (finitely many) sets 
CS(&) n (CS(d).t.{u ECS(ZZ): LTr(u) = r}~t’.CS(&‘)), 
where r is a labelled transition set of d and t, t’ E T are such that t’@(dom t) and 
f commute, LTr(t’@(codt)) and r commute, and ev(t’) < ev(t). The argument for 
Lemma 4.4(b) (with A4 replaced by T*) shows that {u E CS(&): LTr(u) = r> E 
Rec(T*) for each labelled transition set r of d. The result follows. 0 
The following lemma, which connects minimality of computation sequences with 
irreducibility, provides the crucial step in the proof of Theorem l(b). It generalizes and 
is motivated by a result of Ochmanski [25], cf. [12, Lemma 2.3.21, in trace theory. 
Lemma 5.3. Let JZZ be an automalon with concurrency relations. Assume that either 
& forwardly preserves concurrency or d is stably concurrent and forwardly weakly 
preserves concurrency. Let w E CS,i”(~) with dam(w) = cod(w) and w2 E CS,i,(~). 
Then [w] is irreducible. 
Proof. Suppose [w] is not irreducible. Then w - u(v@(cod u)) with commuting ele- 
ments u,vECS(&‘)\(E}. Let U = ev(u), I/= ev(u). Then w = tlw1t2w2...tnw, such 
that n > 2, ti E T, without loss of generality ev(t,) E U, and ev(tiwi) c U if i is odd and 
ev(tiwi) E Vif i is even. We now claim that for each 1 < i < n - 1, tiwi and ti+ 1 can be 
permuted. 
First let us consider the case that d is forwardly concurrent. Let tiwi = zt’ with 
t’ E T; we show that a I/dom(to b, where a = ev(ti+ 1 ), b = ev (t’). We may assume that 
a E U and b E V. Then we can split u = u’u&, u = V’V~V” such that uO, u0 E T and 
ev(uO) = a, ev(vO) = b. By Lemma 2.5, there exist s = cod(u’@(domv,)) and 
4 = cod(u@(domu,,)) = cod(u,u”@s). Since uO@s, v,,@s commute, we have a lIsb. 
Note that vOv”@q has the same codomain as u@(cod u), i.e., dam(w). Considering now 
the computation sequence (uOu”)@s~(vOu”)@q~ tl w1 . . . tiwiti+ 1, by our assumption 
on J& we obtain that a lIdom(l,j b. In particular, there is a transition with event a and 
domain dom(t’). Repeating now this argument with the ‘last’ transition of z, and 
continuing, we finally obtain that a 11 dom(l*Jev(t*) for each transition t* occurring in 
tiWi, i.e., t* and ti+ l@(dom t*) commute. Hence tiwi and ti+ 1 can be permuted. 
Now consider the case that JXJ is stably concurrent and forwardly weakly preserves 
concurrency. Here, we may assume that u, v E CS,in(&). By Lemma 3.6, we have the 
following crucial property: 
(*) For each prefix u’ of u, v 1 u’ is the first representative of [v t u’], and 
for each prefix v’ of v, u t v’ is the first representative of [u t v’]. 
Hence w can be obtained from the diagram of u(v t u) (cf. Fig. 4) in the following way. 
Letvfu=c,... c, with ci E T. First find the first representative of [uc~]. To do this, it 
suffices to split u = u1u2 appropriately and to permute u2 with cl; we obtain, say 
ulc;u;. Next, we find in the same way the first representative of [&c2] which is, say.. 
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Fig. 13. 
u,c;uj (where a3 is a prefix of u;). Then ~rc~u~c;uj is the first representative of 
[uclcz], as is easy to check, using (*). 
After m steps, the resulting element is the first representative of [u(v 7 u)], i.e., w. 
Note that t was obtained only by permuting transitions of u t u with transitions of 
u f u’, for prefixes u’ of v. Thus w = tl w1 t2w2 . . . t,,W, with n Z 2, ti E T, say ev(t,) E U, 
and evseq(u) is the concatenation of evseq(t,w,), evseq(t,w,), .. ..whereas evseq(u) is 
the concatenation of evseq(t, w2), evseq(t,w,), .. . . That is, w is obtained by following, 
in the diagram of u(v r u), alternatively prefixes of u t v’ (v’ prefix of u) and v 7 U’ (u’ 
prefix of u) from bottom up to top. 
In particular, tl w1 is a prefix of u, and again each tiwi and ti+ 1 can be permuted. 
In any case, since w E CS,,,(&) we have ev(tl) -c ev(t,) < ... < ev(t,,). Now con- 
sider w2 = t w 1 I... tnW,tlWlt2WZ . ..tnw.. 
Case 1: n is even. First let .&’ forwardly preserve concurrency. Consider 
u(u@(coda))w’. By a similar argument as before where we showed that tiwi and 
ti+ 1 can be permuted, it follows here that tnw, and tl can be permuted. Since 
ev(tl) < ev(t,), this contradicts the assumption that w2 E CS,in(lc4). 
Now let zd be stably concurrent and forwardly weakly preserve concurrency. 
Consider the diagram given in Fig. 13(a) for u, v, w and w2 (the latter displayed by the 
thick line). Write v = v’t’ and t,,w, = zt with t, t’ E T. Since tl r v exists, so does 
ti@(dom t’) r t’, and we have ev(t,) I/ domctTj ev(t’). Consider the computation sequence 
(u@(domt’)) ttl and ev(t) = ev(t’). By assumption on d, we obtain that 
ev(t) II dom(tJ ev (ti ). Hence t and tl can be permuted. Continuing in this way along z, we 
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obtain that C,W, and t, can be permuted. Since ev(ti) < ev(tn), this contradicts 
W2 E CS,i, (&). 
Case 2: n is odd. Here n B 3 and ev(t,w,fiwi) E U, ev(t,w,) E V. If d forwardly 
preserves concurrency, consider again u(u@cod u)) w’. Similarly as before, we obtain 
that t,,w,,tiwi and t2 can be permuted. Since ev(t,) < ev(t,), this contradicts 
W* E CS,i” (d). 
Now let IQI be stably concurent and forwardly weakly preserve concurrency. Now 
consider Fig. 13(b). As noted before, tl w1 and t2 (in the upper square) can be 
permuted. Hence tlwlt2 - t$z with ev(t$) = ev(t,), evseq(z) = evseq(t,w,). Arguing 
now similarly as in case 1 for t2w2 . . . t,,w,t;, it follows that t,,w, and t; can be 
permuted. But ev(t;) = ev(t,) < ev(t,,), contradicting again w* E CS,in(&). 0 
Let M be any monoid. We recall that the set RAT(M) of rational expressions is 
usually defined as the smallest set satisfying the following conditions: 
If A c M is finite, then A E RAT(M); 
if A, A’ E RAT(M), then (A u A’), A. A’, A* E RAT(M). 
A semantic function 3 from RAT(M) into the power set P(M) of M is defined 
inductvely in the natural way by putting 
Y(A) = A if A E M(d) is finite; 
Y(A u A’) = .9((A) u T((A’); P’(z4.A’) = Y(A).?f(A); 9(A*) = 9(A)* 
A language L c M is rational, if L = .9(A) for some rational expession 
A E RAT(M). Let Rat(M) comprise all rational languages L E M. Kleene’s theorem 
asserts that if M = E*, the free monoid over a finite set E, then Ret(M) = Rat(M). 
Now let M = M(d) for some automaton d with concurrency relations. We define 
a mapping rc: RAT(T*) -+ c-RAT(M) in the canonical way by putting 
z(A) = A if A G M(d) is finite, 
x(A u A’) = z(A) u n(A’); n(A.A’) = z(A).n(A’); z(A*) = n(A)‘“. 
Note the following diagram: 
RAT(T*) d c-RAT(M) 
Y 
I I 
s 
RAT(T*) p y(M) 
Now we show that for certain rational expressions A E RAT(T*) the mappings 20 z 
and p 0 9 : RAT (T*) + B(M) commute. 
Lemma 5.4. Let & be an automaton with concurrency relations. Assume that either 
& forwardly preserves concurrency or ~4 is stably concurrent and forwardly weakly 
preserves concurrency. Let A E RAT(T*) with Y(A) G CS,in(&). Then p-Y(A) = 
&t(A). 
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Proof. (By induction on the structure of A). If A is finite, the result is clear. NOW 
assume A = A1 u AZ. Clearly I G Y(A) E CS,i,(d) (i = 1,2). By induction 
hypothesis, we obtain pZ(A) = p(_Y(A,) u =.%‘(A,)) = p2Z(Al) u pZ(A2) = 
f!z(A1) u !h(AJ = h(A). If A = Al .A2, we have 2’(Al).Y(AZ) = 5?(A) E 
CS,,,(&). Since _Y(A,), T(A,,) # 0, it follows that I G CS,i”(~) for i = 1,2. 
Now argue as before. 
Finally, let A = A,* with A0 E RAT(T*). Then _5?(A,) E (_Y(A,))* = 
_!Z(A,*) c CSmin(szl). Hence there is s E S such that dam(u) = cod(u) = s for all 
u E .Z(A,). By Lemma 5.3, for all E # u E Y(AO), p(u) = [u] is irreducible. Therefore 
Pi = PW(AO)*) = (Pi)* = (ICompb~(Ao))),*, = (P=WAO)Y’ 
= (!&c(AO))Co = f?(x(AO)-‘) = g(n(A;)) = 2x(A). 0 
Finally, we give the 
Proof of Theorems 2.7(h) and 2. First assume 0 $ L. Then p-‘(L) E Rec(T*) and 
p-‘(L) c CS(&). By Lemma 5.2, we have p-‘(L) n CS,i”(~)E Rec(T*) and so 
p- ’ (L) n CS,in(~) = Z(A’) for some rational expression A’ E RAT (T*), by Kleene’s 
theorem. Then A:= n(A’) E c-RAT(M), and since _Y(A’) G CS,i,(d)y we have 
pY(A’) = f!(A) by Lemma 5.4. SO L = p(p-‘(L) n CSmin(~)) = pZ(A’) = 
p(A)- 
Now let 0 EL. Then L\(O) E Ret(M), so by the above L\{O} = 2(A) for some 
concurrent-rational expression A E c-RAT(M). Then also A u {0) E c-RAT(M) and 
f?(A u (0)) = L. 0 
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